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What is rewilding? 

Rewilding is a progressive and rela2vely new approach to conserva2on. It is 
done by allowing a patch of land to take care of itself with minimum human 
interven2on. The idea is that nature is best at healing itself and naturally 
regenerates when le= alone. Unlike tradi2onal conserva2on methods, 
rewilding doesn’t target one species, it allows for a natural increase in 
biodiversity and improvement of habitats. 

  

Why is it important? 

Currently, biodiversity is decreasing rapidly with many keystone species 
becoming incredibly rare or even at danger of ex2nc2on. The loss of such 
species has a knock-on effect for whole ecosystems, par2cularly if it is a top 
predator or large grazer which shape the habits and movements of other 
species. Without such species, the ecosystems become unbalanced and 
popula2ons of other animals soar or decline rapidly out of control. Not only 



does returning land to its former wilderness restore natural equilibrium and 
save vital species, but it helps to tackle the climate crisis with more trees ac2ng 
as a carbon sink.  

 
This graph shows the decline in biodiversity in the past decades. 

Since the main principal of rewilding is to leave the land to itself, it is a very 
cost-effec2ve method with rapid results for very liJle expenditure. It also has a 
posi2ve impact on humans as rewilded wilderness creates a beau2ful green 
space to enjoy and aJracts tourists, boos2ng the local economy. 

Where is it happening? 

There are rewilding ini2a2ves taking place all over the world with large scale 
organisa2ons such a rewilding Europe.  

One of the first places where rewilding was used on a large scale was Costa 
Rica which was struggling economically during the late 1900’s. A=er decades of 
devasta2ng destruc2on of their natural environment, they decided to act by 
crea2ng their first na2onal park and abolishing their pro-deforesta2on laws. 



Today, over half of the country is covered in trees and it has many na2onal 
parks with a variety of different habitats ranging from tropical rainforests, cloud 
forests, volcanoes, mangrove swamps and tropical coastlines. This has 
increased biodiversity and today Costa Rica is a home to 6% of the earth’s 
biodiversity despite covering only 0.03% of the earth’s surface. This (along with 
their use of 99% renewable electricity) has given them a global reputa2on for 
climate change ac2on and proved the effec2veness of rewilding. Rewilding has 
not only enriched their environment, but it has aJracted tourists, boos2ng 
their previously struggling economy.  

 
Rainforest in the Osa Peninsula, Costa Rica 

There are also rewilding projects taking place more locally such as Knepp in 
Kent. This 3,500-acre estate was previously intensively farmed but the owners, 
Isabella Tree and Charlie Burrell, couldn’t make enough profit. Instead, they 
decided to start rewilding it in 2001. Apart from maintaining natural waterways 
and introducing some large grazers such as longhorn caJle and Exmore ponies 
to replicate ancient grazing animals they have done very liJle. In only two 
decades they have seen extraordinary effects. They have recorded a drama2c 
increase in more common species such as sparrowhawks, deer, badgers, bats 
and all 5 species of owl, but they have also aJracted rsare species such 



nigh2ngales, turtle doves and purple emperor buJerflies. Charlie Burrell, one 
of the owners of the estate said, ‘we have purposefully tried…to let nature take 
its own course and see what returns of its own accord. The results have been 
beyond what we could ever have hoped for.’ I visited Knepp a few years ago 
and saw an amazing array of animals. Watching barn owls fledge at dusk, 
following herds of deer and almost bumping into a badger was an amazing 
experience. This experience inspired me and showed how wildlife can flourish 
on once depleted and over-exploited land.  

How will it be used in the future? 

Rewilding will undoubtedly be crucial in the future to help avert the climate 
crisis. Sir David AJenborough said in his recent book that, ‘To restore stability 
to our planet, therefore, we must restore its biodiversity, the very thing that we 
have removed. It is the only way out of this crisis that we ourselves have 
created. We must rewild the world.’ Rewilding is gaining popularity and 
recogni2on with many landowners star2ng their own rewilding projects. 
Scotland is set to become the first ‘rewilding na2on’ with a commitment to 
rewild 30% of their land and sea in the next decade. Whilst full-scale rewilding 
projects may seem like a large commitment, farmers can help by allowing 
hedgerow habitats and grassy verges to grow on field edges. Marine habitats 
can also be rewilded by preven2ng fishing on these areas to allow wildlife 
popula2ons to recover from over-fishing. This o=en benefits the fishing 
industry in the long run as the thriving fish spill over into areas where fishing is 
allowed, replenishing fish stocks.  

Overall, we can learn from the success of rewilding projects and use this 
method to save our struggling planet.  

 


